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Standard Ready Made Frame Sizes

3.5 x 5     8x10  12x16  20x24  26x32  40x48

4x6  8.5x11  14x17  22x28  30x40  40x60

5x7  9x12  16x20  24x30  32x40  48x96

6x8  11x14  18x24  24x36  36x48

Choosing Glass/Glazing

When selecting glass for your pastel, you should consider the environment it will hang in and 

purchase the best grade your budget allows.  A conservation grade glass is recommended over a 

non-conservation grade glass.  Conservation grades of glass will provide more protection than 

non-conservation grades against harmful UV rays, although no glass is capable of completely 

preventing damage.  Anti-reflection conservation grade glass is more expensive than regular 

conservation grade glass, but is recommended to reduce reflection and improve clarity. 

 
Different Glass Grades - listed from least to most expensive in each category

Non-conservation Grades

Regular - Blocks 45% of harmful UV rays

Ultra Vue - Anti-reflective, water white color, blocks 70% of harmful UV rays

AR Reflection-Free - Anti-reflective, blocks 78% of harmful UV rays

Conservation Grades

Conservation Clear - Blocks 99% of harmful UV rays

Conservation Reflection Control - Anti-glare, blocks 99% of harmful UV rays

Museum - Anti-reflective and blocks 99% of harmful UV rays

Optium - Non static, anti-scratch, anti-reflective plexiglass, blocks 99% of harmful UV rays*

*No other type of plexiglass should be used due to the large static charge in regular and UV 

plexiglass, unless at least a 1/2” spacer is used between the art and the glazing.

Spacers Verses Mats

Spacers and mats are used to prevent the glass from touching the artwork.  A spacer is used in 

place of a mat when the appearance of a traditional oil painting is desired.  Spacers are available 

in several different sizes and colors and are available online or at most framing shops.
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  Black spacers applied to glass inside frame’s rabbet

A mat, like a spacer, separates the artwork from the glass.  When fitting a pastel, a small amount 

of pastel dust is inevitable, and a way to minimize this is to create a “gutter” where the dust can 

fall and settle, lessening the chance of marring the mat.  A 1/8” acid-free foam core or 1/16” 

matboard lift is used to create this “gutter”.

Backing Boards

Some pastel boards are rigid enough to be framed without a backing board.  However, most 

pastels done on paper will require being mounted to a backing board.  A backing board will keep 

the artwork from slipping and moving after it is framed.  It is recommended that only archival or 

acid-free backing boards be used to help prevent discoloration of the artwork over time.  

Coroplast or a corrugated archival board (b-flute), a premium alternative, is recommended by 

paper conservators.

Adhesives

A water-activated adhesive is recommended to hinge the artwork to the backing board.  Lineco 

makes an archival quality water-activated (gummed) adhesive that is available from most art and 

framing materials suppliers.  Starch or wheat paste and 100% kozo Japanese paper hinges can 

also be used.  Pressure sensitive tapes (self-sticky) should never come into direct contact 

with artwork.

Hinging Artwork

When attaching artwork to a backing board, use  “T-Hinges” or “V-Hinges”.  Either hinge 

connects to the back of the artwork and will protect the front of the artwork from coming into 

direct contact with an adhesive.  Never attach hinges to the face of the artwork.
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Reverse side of 1/8” foam core lift



-“T” Hinge

  “V” Hinge -

Dust Covers

Acid-free medium weight paper is recommended to use for dust covers on pastels.  A dust cover 

protects the artwork from insects and dust and to some extent prevents rapid drastic changes in 

heat and humidity, which can cause rippling, cockling and/or foxing.

Wiring Your Artwork

If a gallery or juried show requires a piece to be “ready to hang”, the framed piece needs to have 

D-hooks or other appropriate hangers, with strong screws and wire suited to the size of the 

weight of the framed piece.  Saw tooth hangers are usually not accepted, as they are unstable and 

may cause pieces to fall and become damaged.

   2 Hole Super Steel Hanger 

   Available with 4 holes as well for larger pieces

After Framing Your Pastel

Avoid hanging any original artwork in direct sunlight, as this may cause the pigments to fade 

over time.  To help avoid loose pastel particles falling on the mat or glass, avoid shaking or 

bumping a framed pastel or turning it upside down or laying it face down.
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Framing Hand Tools
Awl

Bone Folder

Glass Cutter

Glass Breaking Running 

Piers

Manual Hand Drill

Measuring Tape

Metal Ruler

Needle Nose Pliers

Point Driver (with points)

Power Drill (with bit)

Sandpaper

Safety Goggles/Glasses for      

  Cutting Glass

Self-Healing Cutting Mat or             

  Scrap Matboard

Utility Knife or Exacto                 

  Knife with Sharp Blades

Wire Cutter

Weights



Framing Materials Definitions
Conservation, Conservation/Preservation Framing - Procedures where all materials that come 
into contact with the artwork (mat board, mounting board, tape, etc.) are acid-free and designed to 
minimize the deterioration of the artwork caused by exposure to the environment.  Acid free is a 

tricky term, since many companies apply it to acidic or paper boards that may have been treated 
(“buffered”) with chemicals (calcium carbonate) to get them to a higher pH.  These products will, 
however, become acidic again and capable of doing severe damage to artwork.  Look for the term 
archival, or make sure that your materials/boards are made from 100% VIRGIN alpha cellulose and 
are truly acid free.

Acid Free - Materials treated to neutralize the natural acidity found in many products.  Archival 
materials are more stable and permanent and are less likely to discolor over time than non acid-free 
materials.  Archival materials are highly recommended for framing fine art.

Glass or Glazing - A transparent sheet that is placed within the rabbet of a picture frame.  Glass 
provides a protective cover for the artwork within the frame.  Certain brands of of glass offer 
different levels of protection from harmful environmental elements.  Over time, sunlight, including 
reflected sunlight, and flourescent lights will cause artwork to fade.   When cleaning glass, use 
ammonia-free cleaners and a lint-free cloth.  When working with museum glass, wear a double layer 
of white cotton gloves so as not to leave more fingerprints when handling.  A 50% denatured alcohol 
and 50% water mixture lightly sprayed on a lint-free cloth works best for cleaning museum glass.
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Double Mat - A technique where the artwork is matted using two separate mat boards, 
one on top of the other.  The lower mat is slightly larger than the top mat.

Dust Cover - Paper or water-resistant material applied to back of frame and used 
to keep insects and moisture away from the artwork.

ATG - Adhesive transfer glue.  A double sided adhesive without a carrier that is 
helpful in securing dust cover paper to the back of the frame, but should be used 
sparingly elsewhere in the package because it can migrate.

Backing Board - A sheet of archival foam core or other archival semi-rigid material that 
is placed behind the artwork and its associated mat.  The backing board provides rigidity 
and protection to the framed artwork.

Beveled Edge - A 45 degree cut on the inside window of a mat.  The beveled edge 
allows about 1/16” of the board’s core to be seen and creates a nice transition from the 
artwork to the mat.

Bump Ons, Bumpers or Pads - Felt or plastic pads that attach to the bottom corners 
of a frame.  The pads help keep the artwork straight and will keep the frame from 
marring the wall, they also help provide air circulation behind the artwork to prevent 
mold/mildew growth.



Framing Supplies 
Tru Vue Glass   www.tru-vue.com
Econospace   www.frametek.com
United Mfrs. Supplies, Inc.   www.unitedmfrscatalog.com
Talas   www.talasonline.com
Lion Framing Hardware   www.lionpic.co.uk
888 Manufacturing Corporation   www.888mfgcorp.com

Helpful Links
Library Of Congress   http://www.loc.gov/preservation/
Matless Pastel Framing   www.frametek.com/HTML/Articles

This information was complied and written by Melissa Cusano, Liz Norman and Kate Bergquist, the staff at The Village Framer, 
located in Yarmouth, Maine.  PPOM would like to acknowledge and thank the Tucson Pastel Society for allowing us to 
incorporate some of their framing information in this document.
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Rabbet - The width and depth inside a frame that fits over the glazing, mat, artwork and 
backing board. (Frame is shown upside down.)

Lift - A spacer made from foam core or mat board that resides between the mat and 
the art.  A lift allows loose pastel dust to fall behind the mat and helps to keep the 
mat clean.  (Lift is shown upside down)

Matboard - A mat cut from matboard provides separation between the artwork and the 
glass that protects it.  If a mat is not used, another option to raise the glass off the art is use 
of a spacer.  Premium quality matboard is referred to as “rag” matboard, as it is made 
from 100% cotton, although there are other conservation matboards available (100% 
VIRGIN alpha cellulose).  Never use matboard referred to as “paper” or “decorative”.

Reverse Beveled Edge - A reverse bevel means the 45 degree cut is on the back of the 
mat and the matboard’s core will not be seen from the front of the mat.  Reverse bevels 
are useful when the mat board has a white core that might distract from the artwork.

Spacers - When a mat is not desired, use a spacer to separate the glass from the art.  
Spacer can be made purchased pre-made from plastic with an adhesive strip or they can be 
made from matboard and foam core.

Hanging Wire - Wire is used to hang the artwork on the wall.  The wire should be secured to 
the frame with “D -Rings” or other suitable hardware.  Screw eye hangers are not 
recommended except for very small pieces of artwork.  Hanging wire comes in many different 
sizes tested for different weights, it is important to use the appropriate sized wire for the 
weight of the artwork.  A plastic coated, multi-strand wire is recommended.

Touch Up Markers - Touch up markers are used to cover up small scars or scrapes on the 
frame’s molding and corners.  Markers are made in many different colors and shades of 
wood and are available at most art supply stores.
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